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Abstract: Digital forensics has a pivotal role in advancing Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) by enhancing accountability, ensuring digital security, and contributing to environmental 
sustainability. Digital forensics facilitates investigations for justice, strengthens cybersecurity for 
resilient infrastructure, and supports environmental sustainability by analyzing data and investigating 
environmental crimes. WhatsApp's disappearing messages feature, which enables messages to 
disappear after a user-defined duration, poses new challenges in digital forensics. Criminals can 
potentially abuse this feature to eliminate message evidence. This research proposes a novel approach 
to obtaining digital evidence from WhatsApp's disappearing messages using the NIST SP 800-101r1 
method. Six scenarios are simulated: forwarded messages, quoted messages, media messages, offline 
recipients, call history, and unread messages. Forensic analysis of six scenarios from 11–14 June 
2023 reveals that 83.33% of disappeared messages could be recovered from backup files and 
notification logs, while the rest could not be recovered due to missing backup files. 

 
Keywords: disappearing message; forensic analysis; NIST SP 800-101r1; unrooted Android; 

WhatsApp 
 

1.  Introduction 
The pivotal role of digital forensics in advancing 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) focused on Goal 
16; digital forensics facilitates investigations, ensuring 
accountability and transparency. It contributes to Goal 9 
by enhancing digital security, mitigating risks, and 
supporting resilient infrastructure. In alignment with Goal 
13, digital forensics investigates environmental crimes 
and aids data analysis for sustainability1). It is crucial for 
achieving a just, secure, and sustainable global society. 
Mobile devices and broadband internet are now essential 
for daily life and notably impact Indonesia's economy. 
While the country ranked third in 2016 for peak internet 
speeds, its average connection speed is significantly lower 
than South Korea's. However, continuous improvements 
and government initiatives to connect 57 cities are 
expected to increase internet penetration2). A recent report 
by DataReportal states that almost all internet users in 
Indonesia (99.5%) own a mobile device, and the majority 
(98.3%) use it to access the internet3). 

The widespread use of mobile devices has become a 

key factor in digital forensics, which is now called mobile 
device forensics (MF), due to the increased proliferation 
of mobile-based services with new requirements and 
needs4). Bangladesh's financial sector has witnessed a 
digital revolution by adopting fintech and mobile banking. 
Although this transformation poses major challenges to 
the survival of small microfinance institutions (MFIs) 
operating in the industry, a potential solution remains to 
consolidate the financial activities of small MFIs through 
mergers5). This strategy is intended to address the threats 
posed by mobile banking and fintech, allowing smaller 
MFIs to remain competitive and relevant in an 
increasingly digital financial landscape. 

The impact of this digital transformation is not limited 
to the financial sector. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
learning and work activities shifted to online platforms6), 
and most classrooms and workspaces moved to chat 
rooms. WhatsApp has become the most popular and 
frequently used social media platform available on mobile 
devices in Indonesia7). Indonesians spend an average of 29 
hours monthly on WhatsApp. These statistics highlight 
the substantial amount of Indonesian user data stored on 
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mobile devices in WhatsApp. 

Due to WhatsApp's position as the most widely used 
social media app in Indonesia, data from the app have 
been used as digital evidence to aid law enforcement 
processes8). This digital evidence can be obtained from 
chat screenshots, chat exports, or digital forensics. For 
instance, in the case of drug trafficking involving the 
former West Sumatra police chief, chat screenshots were 
presented in court to prove the parties' involvement9–11). 
Obtaining chat screenshots and exports is easier than 
conducting digital forensics. However, this approach is 
susceptible to chat manipulation, as Roman Zaikin and 
Oded Vanunu demonstrated at Black Hat USA 201912). 
Therefore, digital forensics is advised when there is a need 
to comply with Indonesian Law Number 11 of 2008 
regarding Information and Electronic Transactions13). 

Due to increasing security and privacy concerns on 
technology usage, various techniques have been 
developed to improve data security. Sumathi et al. propose 
a hybrid cryptographic approach using artificial 
intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) that fills 
the lack of a well-known traditional cryptographic 
method14). Gera et al. proposed bit-cycling encryption and 
bi-LSB techniques to show how audio steganography may 
be used to hide encrypted text15). Shaiden et al. proposed 
a fusion of two algorithms (LSB and PSNR) to hide 
information inside a cover image that could be 
implemented effectively on social media platforms such 
as WhatsApp16). Wijnberg introduced a real-time forensic 
technique for analyzing WhatsApp communication using 
wiretapping, decryption, open-source intelligence, and 
WhatsApp Web analysis17). Salem et al. conducted 
experiments on MS Windows systems, finding WhatsApp 
data in both volatile and non-volatile memories20). Alief et 
al. studied Autopsy's effectiveness in examining 
WhatsApp's message recall feature on rooted Android21). 
Sengupta et al. introduced a reliable method for extracting 
WhatsApp data from any mobile device, emphasizing 
efficiency through advanced tech and practical insights 
and comparing its effectiveness with traditional 
methods22). Hermawan et al. compared UFED Cellebrite 
and MOBILedit for analyzing unsent messages on 
Android social media apps, including WhatsApp23). 
UFED successfully retrieved deleted data, while 
MOBILedit's encrypted database required root access for 
analysis. Utomo et al. proposed a forensic analysis of 
artifacts within the WhatsApp browser to extract data 
related to conversation sessions, audio files, contact 
numbers, photos, and videos24). Salamh et al. analyzed 
deleted WhatsApp messages that were never sent, 
employing manual carving and Magnet ACQUIRE for 
data extraction from Android devices25). Fayyad-Kazan et 
al. extracted an unencrypted database and encryption key 
from WhatsApp SQLite Databases on unrooted Android 
devices using the APK downgrading method and 
WhatsApp Key Database Extractor tool, successfully 
reconstructing message history26). Shadeed et al. 

conducted a study to analyze encrypted WhatsApp data on 
unrooted Android devices27). The data was acquired 
through ADB, utilizing APK downgrading to extract the 
encryption key, allowing for the decryption of the message. 

These methods were proposed to conceal confidential 
information. In contrast, the WhatsApp application can 
obstruct the process of law enforcement, as it prevents the 
revelation of actual information. Anglano et al. 
investigated disappearing WhatsApp data in digital 
forensic investigations, aiming to correlate these artifacts 
with user actions on the device. The study laid a strong 
foundation for future research, particularly in 
understanding disappearing messages, after thoroughly 
examining traditional message artifacts and providing 
oversight into the WhatsApp structure on Android 
devices19).  

WhatsApp's disappearing message feature poses a new 
challenge for digital forensics28). This feature is designed 
to protect user privacy by automatically deleting messages 
after a specified duration. However, concerns have 
emerged in Indonesia that this feature could be misused to 
hide digital evidence that was created and transmitted 
using WhatsApp29). The public is worried that this feature 
could facilitate infidelity by allowing digital traces to 
vanish. This feature could also remove digital traces of 
malware spread through WhatsApp30), another significant 
concern for users. 

In addition to the disappearing message feature, a 
similar feature is named "delete for everyone." Both 
features delete any message on the sender and recipient 
sides. However, the delete for everyone feature leaves 
traces, while the disappearing message feature leaves no 
traces in the chat. This fact emphasizes that screenshots 
and exports of chat logs are unreliable digital evidence 
when the disappearing message feature is turned on. 

This study uses digital forensics to analyze the artifacts 
of WhatsApp's disappearing messages based on NIST 
SP800-101r1 framework. An alternative approach for 
WhatsApp forensics that does not require rooting while 
ensuring cost-effectiveness by utilizing the latest open-
source tools will be implemented. Furthermore, the 
forensics methodology will be enhanced by focusing on 
the latest version of WhatsApp on Android devices. 

 
2.  Methodology 
2.1  WhatsApp 

WhatsApp is an instant messaging application that uses 
the internet to allow users to communicate with each other. 
The application operates on a client-server architecture, 
with the user's device as the client and the WhatsApp 
server as the server31). The server helps facilitate client 
communication as described in Fig. 1. Messages sent 
through WhatsApp are temporarily stored on the server 
until they are received by the recipient or up to 30 days. 
However, the primary storage for messages is on the user's 
device. 
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WhatsApp automatically backs up messages daily and 

stores them on the client's local device32). The backup files 
are limited to seven with specific name formats. The latest 
backup file is named "msgstore.db." The previous 
backups are named "msgstore-yyyy-mm-dd.1.db," 
indicating their creation time33). Figure 2 shows what 
happens when the backup files are updated. The current 
"msgstore.db" is renamed to "msgstore-yyyy-mm-
dd.1.db" (yellow), the oldest backup is deleted (red) 
unless its filename has been changed manually (blue), and 
a new "msgstore.db" is created (green). 

 

Fig. 1: Message transmission on WhatsApp. 

 
The file extension ".crypt15," shown in Fig. 2, indicates 

that the backup file is encrypted to ensure data security. 
Currently, three versions of backup encryption are 
available: crypt12, crypt14, and crypt15. Although 
crypt15 is the latest version, it is only implemented when 
end-to-end backup encryption is enabled. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Local backup on WhatsApp. 

 
2.2  Disappearing Message Feature 

Disappearing messages is a WhatsApp feature that 
allows messages to be stored only for a specified duration, 
such as 24 hours, 7 days, or 90 days34). It is important to 
note that the disappearing messages functionality will not 
impact messages exchanged before enabling this feature. 
WhatsApp has listed the possible effects when this feature 
is turned on: 

1. The message will disappear from the chat if a user 
does not open WhatsApp in the 24-hour, 7-day, or 

90-day period. However, the message preview 
might remain in notifications until WhatsApp 
opens. 

2. When a user replies to a message, the initial 
message is quoted. If the initial message is a 
disappearing message, the quoted text might 
remain in the chat after the specified duration. 

3. If a disappearing message is forwarded to a chat 
with disappearing messages off, the message will 
not disappear in the forwarded chat. 

4. The disappearing message will be included if a 
user creates a backup before a message disappears. 
Backed-up disappearing messages will be deleted 
when a user restores from a backup. 

5. Any media sent in the chat will disappear. However, 
the phone will save media items if auto-download 
is turned on. 
 

2.3  Mobile Device Forensics 
Mobile device forensics is a branch of digital forensics 

that focuses on retrieving digital evidence from mobile 
devices35). NIST defines a mobile device as a small, 
handheld device with a touch-controlled display screen or 
QWERTY keyboard, enabling communication over a 
cellular network36). NIST SP 800-101r1 provides an in-
depth understanding of mobile devices, the technologies 
involved, and their relationship to forensic steps37). 

The NIST identifies four processes in mobile device 
forensics, shown in Fig. 3. First, preserving digital 
evidence is crucial to maintaining its integrity. Second, the 
acquisition process involves obtaining data through 
forensic copying of digital evidence. Third, analysis 
involves examining the data to gather relevant information 
about the case. Finally, reporting involves presenting the 
findings and actions taken to ensure the legitimacy of the 
digital forensic result. 

 

Fig. 3: NIST 800-101r1 Mobile Device Forensic Processes. 

 
As shown in Table 1, two mobile devices are used in 

our simulation to simulate WhatsApp messages between 
two users represented by Sherlock and Conan. The 
devices have different specifications; however, the 
Android and WhatsApp versions are the same. The 
devices are pre-configured as below. 

1. WhatsApp Messenger is installed from the Google 
Play Store, and each user creates a WhatsApp 
account. 

2. End-to-end backup encryption on WhatsApp is 
turned on. 

3. Media auto-download on WhatsApp is turned off. 
4. Notification history on Android is turned on. 
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Table 1. Mobile device specifications for simulation. 

Specification 
Mobile Devices 

User 1 (Sherlock) User 2 (Conan) 
Models Vivo V20 SE Oppo A74 
OS Android 12 

Chipsets 
Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 665 

Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 662 

Memory 128 GB, 8 GB RAM 
128 GB, 12 GB 
RAM 

Connectivity 
Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 5.0, 

USB Type-C 2.0 
SIM Dual SIM (Nano-SIM) 
Application WhatsApp version 2.23.11.77 
WhatsApp 
Numbers 

62851xxxxxx42 62851xxxxxx98 

 

Forensic analysis is conducted in an isolated virtual 
machine environment using tools shown in Table 2. The 
environment is pre-configured as below. 

1. A pre-built virtual machine image of Kali Linux 
was installed from the official Kali website. 

2. Additional tools not included in Kali Linux were 
installed from open sources. 

3. After tools were installed, network functionality 
was detached from Kali Linux. 

4. A case folder was created as "WA-202306." 
5. A CherryTree document was created as 

"ActivityLogs.ctx." 
 

Table 2. Tools specifications for simulation. 
Tools Version Purpose of use 

Kali Linux 2022.4 Forensic workstation 
Sha256sum 9.1 Hashing 
Hexdump 2.38.1 Data carving analysis 
SQLite DB Browser 3.12.2 Database analysis 
CherryTree 0.99.48 Log activities 
Android Debug Bridge 1.0.41 Data acquisition 
WhatsApp Key/Database 
Extractor 

2022-05-13 Key extraction 

WhatsApp Crypt Tools 2023-05-29 Backup file decryption 
 

2.4  Set of Scenarios 
Six scenarios are conducted to study how the 

disappearing message feature affected WhatsApp 
messages. Each scenario has two conditions: the 
disappearing message feature is on for 24 hours, and the 
disappearing message feature is off. Thus, the 
investigation could be performed by analyzing the 
differences in WhatsApp messages between the two 
conditions. Recall that the disappearing message function 
is time-dependent, so it is essential to have a clearly 
defined schedule, as shown in Table 3. The purpose of 
each scenario is described below. 

1. Scenario #1: to study how forwarded messages are 
affected by disappearing message features. 

2. Scenario #2: to study how quoted messages are 

affected by disappearing message features. 
3. Scenario #3: to study how media messages are 

affected by disappearing message features. In this 
case, the automatically downloaded media is 
represented by a voice message. In contrast, media 
that is not automatically downloaded is 
represented by an image message. 

4. Scenario #4: to study how messages are affected 
by disappearing message features when the 
recipient is offline. In this case, the recipient will 
be offline when the message is sent and online after 
the disappearing message duration has expired. 

5. Scenario #5: to study how voice call histories are 
affected by disappearing message features. 

6. Scenario #6: to study how unread messages are 
affected by disappearing message features. 

 

Table 3. Scenarios schedule in the simulation. 

Scenario 
Simulation 

Start Time (UTC+7) End Time (UTC+7) 
#1 2023-06-11 22:05 2023-06-11 22:27 
#2 2023-06-12 20:03 2023-06-12 20:04 
#3 2023-06-12 20:05 2023-06-12 20:16 
#4 2023-06-12 20:24 2023-06-12 20:26 
#5 2023-06-13 20:48 2023-06-13 20:51 
#6 2023-06-13 20:55 2023-06-12 20:57 

 
2.5  Preservation 

Preservation is conducted by following the five actions 
below. 

1. Securing and evaluating the scene: The mobile 
device and related parts, such as cable chargers, 
memory cards, and SIM cards found in the scene, 
are seized and labeled. 

2. Documenting the scene: The mobile device 
conditions, including battery percentage, lock 
screen, and time, are documented when the device 
is seized. 

3. Isolation: All wireless connections are disabled, 
and airplane mode is turned on. A wired connection 
via USB cable Type-C is only used for data 
acquisition and power charge. 

4. Packaging, transporting, and storing evidence: The 
mobile device is turned on and stored in a zipped 
pocket attached to a charger. 

5. On-site triage: The mobile device is unlocked 
based on the information given by the owner, the 
notification log is captured from the settings 
widget, and USB debugging is enabled under the 
developer option. 

 
2.6  Acquisition 

Data acquisition is conducted by following the six 
actions below. 

1. Establish connection: The mobile device and 
forensic workstation are connected via USB, 
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allowing the forensic workstation to control the 
mobile device via the Android Debug Bridge 
(ADB). 

2. Live acquisition: Notification is dumped using adb 
and stored as "notification.log." An argument (--
noredact) is used to include the notification's text 
content. 

3. Static acquisition: Users can only access 
WhatsApp data in the 
"/sdcard/Android/media/com.whatsapp" directory 
without root privilege. In this case, the adb pull 
command is used to acquire data from that 
directory. 

4. Key extraction: Encryption keys are extracted 
using WhatsApp Key/Database Extractor and 
stored as "sherlock.tar." An argument (--tar-only) 
is used to include all extractable data in a tar 
archive. 

5. Decryption: WhatsApp Crypt Tool and "find" tools 
in Kali Linux are used to decrypt backup files. 
Once decrypted, the files are saved in a 
"decrypted" folder. 

6. File protection: For security purposes, file access 
is limited by making files read-only and folders 
write-blocked using the "find" and "chmod" 
commands. Furthermore, all collected data are 
hashed using a combination of the "find" and 
"sha256sum" commands. 

 
2.7  Analysis 

The analysis is conducted in the three actions below. 
1. Database analysis: SQLite DB Browser is used to 

study the structure of databases, filtering and 
querying the data to obtain specific information 
relevant to the study. 

2. File analysis: The format of the files is analyzed, 
and specific software is utilized to examine their 
content. 

3. Data carving: When analyzing unfamiliar or 
unsupported files, the "hexdump" command is 
used to search for patterns within the raw binary 
data. 

 
2.8  Reporting 

Reporting is conducted by documenting the device's 
condition when it was seized and how the forensic copy 
was preserved and obtained. The actions taken during the 
forensics were documented using CherryTree. 
Furthermore, all results and discussions from the analysis 
are included to reach a complete conclusion. 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 
Mobile device forensics is continuously evolving 

alongside advancement in mobile devices and apps. 

Numerous studies using various methodologies have been 
conducted for mobile device forensics. It is important to 
note that digital forensics is usually conducted on seized 
evidence. Therefore, it is crucial to consider factors such 
as method selection, rooting (or not), and choosing 
between commercial and open-source tools.  

As part of this study, the WhatsApp Viewer tool was 
evaluated to decrypt crypt14 using a known encryption 
key. However, the tool could not decrypt the message and 
instead generated an error. Palma et al. developed 
WhatsApp Crypt Tools to decrypt crypt12, crypt14, and 
crypt1541). These tools have demonstrated their ability to 
decrypt these databases successfully. Therefore, using 
current decryption tools in forensic investigations is 
crucial in accessing previously unreadable message 
databases. 

Based on the acquisition, there are seven folders in 
com.whatsapp/WhatsApp: "Backups," "Databases," 
"Media," ".Shared," ".StickersThumbs, " ".Thumbs," and 
".trash." However, only the first four folders include files, 
as shown in Fig. 4. The encrypted files in the "Backups" 
and "Databases" folders are successfully decrypted using 
extracted key files: "key" (for crypt12 and crypt14) and 
"backup_encryption.key" (for crypt15). An image in 
"Media" is a sent media from Scenario #3, while two 
images in ".Shared" are pixelated images (allegedly a 
preview image that Conan sent) and a profile picture. Two 
audios in "Media" are the sent and received voice 
messages from Scenario #3. The remaining files are 
".nomedia" files (to hide media in the same directory 
scanned by other applications) or undetermined without 
additional details. 

Figure 4 highlights the diversity of artifacts that can be 
recovered in WhatsApp forensics, from media files to 
encrypted databases. Successful extraction of various 
types of data from multiple directories emphasizes the 
potential of forensic techniques for recovering seemingly 
ephemeral or hidden information. This distribution pattern 
not only underscores the wealth of information potentially 
hidden in user WhatsApp accounts but also demonstrates 
the ability of forensics to revive data that users thought 
was temporary or inaccessible, highlighting the extent to 
which digital traces are embedded and recoverable. 

 

Fig. 4: Distribution of file types recovered from WhatsApp 
folders. 
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Regarding the disappearing message feature, related 

artifacts are backup_settings.json (store auto-download 
configuration), wa.db (contact database), and message 
databases. Figure 5 shows three backup versions of the 
message database; note that the 13 June 2023 backup is 
missing. On that day, the device was powered off due to 
the simulation of Scenario #4. As discussed earlier, 
WhatsApp creates backups at scheduled times. Thus, 
backup files will not be created when the client device is 
powered off in the schedule. 

Based on database analysis, tables and columns 
regarding the disappearing message feature are discovered 
in the message database containing the "disappearing" or 
"ephemeral" substrings. Table "message_ephemeral" 
shows all messages affected by the disappearing message 
feature, including its expired timestamp, while 
"message_ephemeral_settings" shows the default 
configuration of the disappearing message feature. In 
addition, message type 36 in table "message" indicates the 
configuration change of the disappearing message feature. 
Six scenarios are reconstructed by running an SQL query 
that joins two or more tables from the message database, 
represented by "+" signs, according to Table 4. The 
message database is reconstructed, and the backup 
versions were created before the message disappeared. 

 

Fig. 5: Backup versions of message database. 
 

Table 4. Joined table for scenario reconstruction. 

Table 
Scenario 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 
jid + + + + + + 
chat + + + + + + 
message + + + + + + 
message_ephemeral + + + + + + 
message_forwarded + - - - - - 
message_quoted - + - - - - 
message_media - - + - - - 
call_log - - - - + - 

 

Data carving analysis allowed unread messages to be 
recovered by analyzing the notification log obtained from 
the live acquisition. The extras field in the notification 
object reveals the content of a notification as described in 
Fig. 6. The disappearing message has been partially 
revealed from msgstore.db-wal. However, most of the 
words are cluttered and not in proper sequence, thus 
requiring further analysis to reconstruct the actual 
message. 

 

Fig. 6: File analysis of notification.log. 
 

Table 5 summarizes five scenarios (#1, #2, #3, #5, and 
#6) that were successfully reconstructed from their 
message history and content because the backup version 
was discovered before the disappearing message duration 
expired. Recovered media files are only those files that are 
sent and received when the temporary message condition 
is off. Unread messages can be recovered from the 
notification log even after the duration of the message is 
temporarily exhausted. On average, the retrieved message 
is 83.33% of the total data. Heath et al. reviewed the 
current research into WhatsApp, Snapchat, and Telegram. 
Among these three applications, WhatsApp holds the 
largest audience, Telegram is a popular alternative to 
WhatsApp, and Snapchat was the first to introduce this 
level of privacy within instant messaging applications. 
Simulation results on WhatsApp using tools for mobile 
extractions (XYR and Cellebrite) on iOS and Android 
devices showed that XRY retrieved 50% of data before 
disappearing (pre-) and 0% after the disappearing period 
ended (post-). Cellebrite, on the other hand, retrieves 75% 
of pre-disappearing and only 42% of data post-
disappearing42). These results concluded that using 
unrooted access on Android devices, the current method 
has better results than the previous study. 

 
Table 5. Summary of findings. 

Scenario 
Recovered 
Messages Artifact(s) 

History Content 
#1 4/4 

(100%) 
4/4 

(100%) 
a. msgstore-2023-06-

12.1.db 
b. msgstore-2023-06-

14.1.db 
c. msgstore.db (backup) 
d. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
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Scenario 
Recovered 
Messages Artifact(s) 

History Content 
#2 2/2 

(100%) 
2/2 

(100%) 
a. msgstore-2023-06-

14.1.db 
b. msgstore.db (backup) 
c. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
#3 8/8 

(100%) 
4/8 

(50%) 
a. msgstore-2023-06-

14.1.db 
b. msgstore.db (backup) 
c. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
d. audio and image files 

#4 1/2 
(50%) 

1/2 
(50%) 

a. msgstore.db (backup) 
b. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
#5 4/4 

(100%) 
4/4 

(100%) 
a. msgstore.db (backup) 
b. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
#6 2/2 

(100%) 
 

2/2 
(100%) 

a. msgstore.db (backup) 
b. msgstore.db 

(extracted) 
c. notification logs 

Average  91.67% 83.33%  
 

4.  Conclusions 
This research implements an alternative approach for 

conducting WhatsApp forensics that does not require 
rooting, which means that the process is not dependent on 
the brand and model of the device and eliminates the risks 
associated with rooting. Additionally, the method has been 
updated to work with the latest app version and utilizes 
non-commercial tools to reduce costs. Using six 
scenarios: #1 (forward messages), #2 (quoted messages), 
#3 (media messages), #4 (offline recipients), #5 (call 
history), and #6 (unread messages), the simulation 
obtained artifacts consisting of four message databases, 
two images, two audios, and one notification log. Based 
on the analysis, it can be concluded that disappearing 
messages are stored in the message database on the 
"message" table with extra columns containing the word 
"disappearing" or "ephemeral." Results reveal that using 
unrooted access on Android, 83.33% of disappeared 
messages could be recovered from backup files and 
notification logs, while the rest failed due to the missing 
backup files. The message history found in the message 
database successfully reconstructs the scenario. However, 
only part of the message content in Scenario #4 can be 
recovered by analyzing backup versions of the message 
database. Despite this, artifacts can still be utilized as 
digital evidence if the forensic process adheres to NIST or 
other standards. 

For future work, discovering a method to recover 
disappearing messages is recommended. Further 
comprehensive studies can be conducted using different 

approaches and methods to examine the artifacts. 
Additionally, researching defined protocols and 
frameworks to analyze and extract data without forensic 
tools is worth considering. 
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